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_,EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE ON AN AIRPLANE WITH FLEXIBEI W1XGS

AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS OF FLIGHT

I by

Yu. M. Romanovskiy and S. P. Strelkov

The varying part of the. lifting force acting on an elastic vibrating wing

of an airplane in flight can be broken down into two components: 1) the com-

ponent which represents the varying part of the lifting force of an airplane

wing under conditions of flight in ideally quiet air, and 2) the random lifting

force brought about by atmospheric turbulence. If one limits oneself to the

theory of the vibrations of an elastic airplane in a turbulent flow, the problem

of the vibrations of an airplane in a turbulent flow of air can be described

with the aid of the following block diagram (Fig. 1). Here the vector £

characterizes the elastic vibrations of the airplane, the vector q determines

the aerodynamic loads produced as a result of these vibrations, and the vector p

represents the aerodynamic loads arising from the presence of the turbulence

of the air. Meanwhile all these values 4, q, and p are interrelated with the

aid of linear, generally integrodifferential equations which depend on the

horizontal speed of flight.

The properties of the airplane-air system change with the change in the

speed of flight. Even with complete absence of turbulence at a determined

value for the critical speed in the system, the block diagram of which is

shown in Fig. 1, there may appear movements connected with elastic vibrations,

these movements having increasing amplitude (for example, wing flutter). Such

instability is explained by the fact that the feedback shown in the block

diagram becomes positive at a determined value for the coefficients which

determine the feedback.

The goal in this work is the investigation of forced vibration of an

elastic airplane wing under the action of turbulence as depends on the speed
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of flight. The investigation deals with airplanes

Airlane with straight wings which have considerable length

in subsonic flight speed. Therefore there is taken

as a basis of the computation of the aerodynamic loads

the theory of the movement of a wing of infinite
Fig.. 1

length in a plane flow [1].

With some limitations, the outside fluctuation action on the wing may be

considered to be a stationary normal random process depending on the time [2].

By this same principle, and because the whole system is assumed to be linear,

one can make a description of its movement on the basis of the correlation

theory, and particularly on the basis of the theory of of the passing of

stationary random signals through linear systems (see, for example, [3]).

In this way the vibrations of the airplane in the vicinity of the position

of equilibrium and the elastic vibrations of its wings under the action of at-

mospheric turbulence can be presented as some stationary, normal, random

process. The investigation of this process ai!rou~ts to a determination of

its different statistical characteristics.

The action of the random gusts of wind on the wing of an airplane can

be, presented in the following fashion. in its movement with a horizontal

speed of U the airplane goes through rising and descending currents of air,

and the values for the velocities of these currents change arbitrarily both

in one point in space relative to another and in time. The change in the

value for the velocity of a gust of wind in a given point in space at the time

of an airplane wing's passing through it can be disregarded. Random change

in the vertical component of a turbulent velocity v in the displacement of an

airplane from one point in space to another leads to fluctuations in the ef-

fective angle of attack, ani these determine the occurrence of random lifting

force. The influence of the horizontal component of the randoi velocity of
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gusts of wind ordinarily are disregarded, since they are much less than the

speed of the airplane. Close to the critical states the disregarding of the

horizontal component must be substantiated because it determines the parametrical

random action on the wing and can lead to parametrical excitation of vibrations

of the wing in the turbulent flow. As to the question of the action on the wing

of the horizontal component of the velocity, the authors intend to devote a

separate study to this.

The most effective action is brought to bear on the airplane by the large-

scale components of the turbulence. In the studies [2, 43 there is presented

some information on large-scale turbulence. All the authors indicate that the

atmospheric turbulence in the first approximation can be considered as isotropic.

The radius of the correlation of velocities by various data fluctuates between

-- 100 and 200 m. The figures for magnitudes

-- of the spectral densities depend to a very

-great extent on the meteorological conditions,

the topography of the locality and the alti-

D 04 0tude of the flight. In Fig. 2 there are

Fig. 2 presented graphs of the function of the

spatial spectral density S[(m2/sec2)/(rad/mD for the vertical component of the

velocity of the turbulence v, as depends on the spatial frequency Sl{rad/mJ

on the basis of data presented in [2]. At the time of thunderstorms the intensity

of the turbulence may exceed the indicated values by one order.

A number of studies have been devoted to the question of the action of

atmospheric turbulence on an aircraft using the methods of the theory of random

processes. In the study [3] there is used the transmissive Panction of a

linear system for determining the root-mean-square value of the spectral

characteristics of the lifting force of a rigid airplane wing. In the

study [5J it is shown that taking into account the change in the velocity
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of.the i t bulence along the wing leads to a decrease in the effect of the ac-

tion on the wing on the part of the turbulence. This change is not great.

Therefore from here on it will be assumed that along the wings at each given

momentf time the velocity is constant. In the studies [5, 6] there is taken

into account the effect of the elasticity of the wing on the bending in de-

termining the statistical characteristics of normal acceleration of the bend-

ing moment of the wing. There exist indications to the effect that in

the U. S. A. computations were made of the bending and torsional moments act-

ing in the root of the stabilizer of the aircraft :s depends on the speed of

flight [7].

1. Equations of the System In writing the equations which describe the

vibrations of the airplane in its flight the following scheme was followed.

The free airplane flying in the air produces elastic vibrations with bending

and torsional deformation of the wing with vertical vibrations of the fuse-

lage. In this scheme the fuselage is considered to be a rigid body with

a finite mass (comparable with the mass of the wing) and possessing an in-

finitely great moment of inertia relative to the axis of rigidity of the wing

(morc precisely a great moment of inertia as compared with the same magnitude

for the wing). Therefore the fuselage produces only vertical vibrations as

a solid, and by virtue of the symmetry of the airplane one may consider only

one wing with the half of the mass of the whole fuselage on one end. From

here on we will consider only symmetrical vibrations.

As initial vibrations of: the wings as is usually done [81, there .are taken

the equations of the bending-torsional vibrations of a quite long beam

which practically well represents the elastic vibrations of a wing with
O' ~ ~ ! [E Of"toz '

great extension aL M, a (X[E lA(XI)
rao aZz aso- Glp + -- Ma - + 1.

T+] + (X, )+ M2 (Z, ) (1.

where Z(xjt) is the vertical displacement of the axis of rigidity of the
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,wing re ivrvTto the neutral position, and G(xt) is the angle of turn of the

section of the wing around the axis of rigidity. The positive directions are

shown in Fig. 3. All sections of the wing are considered to be rigid and

nondeformable under oscillations. The linear mass of the wing is m(x) and

the statistical moment m(x)a(x) and the moment of inertia Im(x) relative to

the axis of rigidity are linear. EI and GIp are the characteristics of the

rigidity of the wing to bending and torsion, respectively, and f, is the vary-
ing part of the linear aerodynamic lifting force and its moment Ml; f2 and M2

are the random aerodynamic force and moment which come into existence as a

result of the turbulence.

The system of equation (1) should be satisfied under the following con-
ditions O(I, t)Ix-, -- -- = =0 i

8x ~ ~ O L=,8 i-

-. [E ,8 z ) 0, 0---- -0, mZdx +t Z (O,t) 0' (1.2)
" 0

where 1 is the length of the wing and Mo is the mass of the fuselage.

Obtaining a precise solution of the system (1.1) appears not to be possi-

ble. For finding approximation solutions, as usual we will use the method of

Bubnov and Galerkin. The movement of the wing we will limit by the following

conditions: the wing may bend symmet-

a . rically in accordance with a definite

selected form and twist according to

a definite selected form. The curved

form corresponds to the form of
Fig.3

that of the fundamental of natural

symmetrical bending oscillations of a cantilever wing, and the form of the

torsional oscillations to that of the fundamental of the natural torsional

oscillations of a wing fixed in cantilever form.

With these conditions the solution can be written

Z (x, t) =ao () + a, () (Z t), 0 (, a (t) 6 ()(1.3)
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where top alp and a2 are the now variables (according to Galerkin). Meanwhile

.z1 (x) and 02(x) are the forms of the natural movements of the wing.

By substituting the solution in the form (1.3) in the equation (1.1) and

using the known procedure for the functions ao, al, and a2 we will get the

system .d' - ado 2.dz Idz+ + I x
i 0 0 0 --

d'a, - aZ 1 ~,
mZ,2dx. -- maZLsdz +

1221,0EI_]o Zdx Id24z+o\I dx (14

*0 0,P, I , zao mo,dr-- dxa "M,O. dx r- ., x

L ax a

o 0 0
For solving the problem within the framework of the correlation theory

it is sufficient to get a solution of the system (1.4), where instead of the

outside random force f2 anti the moment M2 there are given the force and the

moment resulting from the action on the wing of the airplace of a disturbance

produced by the presence of the harmonic wave of the vertical speed

vV, ex[(Ot - )] = V. exp[i(QUt _2yvk)]"0 (1.5)

with a frequency ( and phase speed U relative to the airplane (from here on

we will consider that k is Strouhal's number).

Since the vertical speed v of the "cantilever disturbance" is given in the

form (1.5), therefore in the system studies, as a result of its linearity,

there are possible only harmonic movements. This means that in the case of

the flight of an airplane in "harmonically disturbed" air there are formed

stationary harmonic oscillations with a frequency 0o. Therefore the station-

ary solutions of the system (1.4) should be sought in the form

ao = e" (AO + jB0), a, = e", (A, + ijB), a2 = e (A, +1 J,) (1.6)

where Ao, BO A1, BI, A2,j and B2 are the amplitude coefficients depending on the

frequency W, Vo, U, and the parameters of the airplane.

By substituting (1.6) in (1.4) we will obtain the equation for the

FD-TT-63-750/l + 2 6



amplitude coefficients in the form in which they are presented in [33.
a

(AO +1B)- , mx+ IikC(k),pj +(A.+
~0

+ I) ik C (k) 1 np5 bldx+ (A. +IjB.)[k' moOd+.be

20

+Ikkwrp b*2'Oz(- " - AC (k))-npC(k) bO,] M .I-'F(k) bdz

(A. +/o) ikpC(k) bZ dZ + (A, +Iji)-k+
o 0e

+ ( b Ck Z + Z. bZd
00

kA~F12 4 (1-7)k~ ~dl(A2 + jB2 m *02 + - PI J, np b21 ZI r I + ,,~ )•0

+ ~ ~ 7p (A) +Z0d ID1) Yk2  m3 10 (k) ±rj ~ ()A,5dz

0 0(Ao +,.Bo)[ k2 00 + 2 irpfk (k)] ,,d] +

4 1 21 '
+(A,+(,[k +~ f Im 2

2d P M2Z02Z~ pjk!~k b bO 2 dx,-A 2sky...o 0

E-[G !2 dX 1k b
2
0.

2  
2 A2,(k)

0 0

- P !L A !k b0d

0 * 0 0

Here o is the density of the air1 o' is the averaged distance from the

center of the chord to the axis of rigidity, C(k) is Theodorsen's function

[1], (k) is Sears's function, and b(x) is the chord of the wing (Fig. 3b)

2= A= - a), Aa= (+ a), Ne~ulbs (1.7a)

By dividing the imaginary and real parts in (1.7) it is possible, in-

stead of asystem of three equations with complex coefficients, to writVe a iys-

tern of 6 linear a.lgebraic equations rel- a. . j As b,

ative to the unknowns Ao, Bo, A,, BI, A 12, %. .. A, b
- -041- . .8w B1  b ( .

and B2 . In the matrix form of expression a, . . a, A, be
a --. .as, bB

such a system will have the form

The coefficients aik and b i are functions of the nunber k. Therefore
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alsob the solution of the system (1.8) depends on k. It is necessary to find

A0 , B0 , A1, BI, A2, and B2 as functions of k or frequency transmission character-

istics of "output values" (ao, a1 , and a2 ) which determine the vibrations of

the aircraft relative to the "input values" of the speed determined by (1.5).

The stationary vibrations of the airplane in case of "harmonic disturbance"

to a great extent are determined by the properties of the determinant raik].

In those areas of change of parameters where this determinant takes on the

form of minimum values there will generally occur an increase in the amplitude

coefficients, increase in the stationary vibrations of the wing. Such

"resonance" is expressed most clearly on the approach to the conditions of

flutter of the airplane.

Investigation of the behavior of the solutions of the system (1.8) in the

general form is not possible because of their extreme bulkiness. For solving

the system (1.8) and obtaining the values of the amplitude coefficients for

concrete airplanes, as depends on the numbers k and U and the parameters of

the airplane, there was prepared a standard program by the aid of which on a

rapid-action digital electronic computing machine of the type "Strela" it

was possible to obtain numerically the values of the amplitude coefficients

with 28 different values for k and four values of U with Vo = 1.

2. Statistical Characteristics of Forced Vibrations of a Wing In designing

a wing for strength practical interest is afforded by the statistical character-

istics of the bending and torsional moments of the wing, namely: 1) the spectral

density of these values, 2) their root-mean-square values, 3) the number of

cases of exceeding (by the indicated values) some given level per unit of time.

For the spectral densities of the bending M and the torsional < of the

-moments in the root of the wing, by the rules of the correlation theory, we

haeS_(k)=(E ) S'(k)= (E  X' _' ( +B (k)&i
'have S.k)I...o U ' ' 1z (2.1)

Sk f ee, Alt fO IA (k) +4-Dst(k)S, k) 1 ~ GISPk G~~ us~)'S9 (k)6(GI50LlS 2 8

TDT-3701+ 2 8



where S(k) -is -the spectral density of the vertical component of the velocity

of the turbulence.

The root-mean-square values of1M andZ. of these moments are equal to

E S.(k~dk][ES,(k) dk]
0 0The root-mean-square values of the amplitude of the bending and torsional

vibrations of the end of the wingEZ andE are represented in a simlar way
cc 'I, o

E z[Szkdk]. E. L[S,(k) dk] (2.3)
0

On the end of the wing Z1 (1) =02(1).= .- -

Finally, the frequency of the excesses of D(4) of some function q (t)

fixed by the level per second is given by Rice's formula C33
O Go'@/;(

.1V(~ =~- ex(-.~)[SQ(k) kzdkj" [ S, (k) dk-]'- (24)

By a similar system one can determine the statistical characteristics of

other functions which describe the movement of the airplane, for example, of

the normal acceleration B2z(x,t)/at2, etc.

3. Thvestigation of the Statistical Characteristics of the Forced Vibrations

of the Model of an Airplane For the investigation of the statistical character-

istics with the aid of an electronic computing machine a concrete model of an

airplane was taken. The numerical values of all the basic parameters, and also

the forms of the bending and torsional vibrations Zl(x) and e2 (x) for the said

model were taken from [i0J, page 214. The model is distinguished from an air-

plane by the lowered rigidity with regard to torsion and bending, and therefore

it has its own frequency of bending fz and torsion

/, = w,/2z = 3.5 zq, /0 ,;2 -5.04.-q (2.4aa)

The decreased natural frequency is connected with the fact that the intensity

of the turbulence spectrum is greaLly reduced with the frequency. It was

important to follow the effect of the turbulence in the case where the frequency

of the flutter of the model still lies in that area of frequencies of the

FTD-TT-63"-7O/l + 2 9
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_I' ' ' .7tT -. " ~1

'°~o t s

k\\ \ \ " turbulence spectra where the intensity is
,relatively great.

I0" " "let us present some numerical values.
K,a 2 .4 a$" as to of the basic coefficients of equation (1.7)

Fig. 4 of the model under investigation.

Half of mass of airplane Average distance from rigidity line

model " M = 2063 kg to central line a = 2cr/b. = -0.46

Statistical moment of the Average statistical moment in the

wing S' = 77 kgm end of the wing M. 6,000 kGm

Moment of inertial of the Half of wing span 1 ne 6.32 m

Average chord be = 2.3 M

The magnitudes of the united masses of air and their inertia are included

-'A

in the respective coefficients.

There were computed the squares of the modules of the transmission character-

istics for the bending and torsion of the wing

0, (k) A Is' (k) + B,, (k) A1()+A'()(.bUs 02, (k) Lis(€ +B,() 2/b

ofithe model under investigation with several values for the speed (the computa-

tion was done on the "Strela" in the Computation Center at the Moscow State

University; for obtaining 108 solutions of the system of equations of the 6th

order (13) five minutes were required).
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;' ID - - ~~In order to determine the influence

C - -of torsion on these transmission char-

- -O"acteristics analogous computations were

I made for the same wing in the proposition

j/ 0 e 2 (x)n. TnFig. 4there are

1 presented graphs of the function 01 (k)

10' - for the system with 6 degrees of

O'.' 'freedom. In Fig. 5 there are the

4 0 x corresponding graphs of the system in

Fig. 6 the proposition e2 = 0 (four degrees

__. _ - of freedom). The critical rate of the

____ flutter U., computed for the model,

amounted to about M/sec.

SMA roFrom a comparison of the trans-

mission functions (Figs. 4 and 5) and

ID - the curves of the spectral densities

•i K

I 0" a2 04 05 0s g of the bending of the end of the wing

Fig. 7 for the systems with six and four

degrees of freedom (Figs. 6 and 7) constructed for different values of U m/sec,

it follows that taking into account the torsion of the wing leads to a sharp

accentuation of the curves of the transmission functions, and, accordingl.y,

of the curves of the spectral densities with an increase in the rate of U.

In the tables 1 and 2 there are presented confrontations of statistical

characteristics obtained on the basis of the curves of spectral densities by

the formulas (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4) for the case U* = 117 m/sec. With the

aid of the data of these tables one can follow the change in the root-mean-

square of the values ,, andre,, and of the functions N(t) and %(t)

FTD-TT-63-750/1 + 2 11_



r,' L ,E C ''T a b 1 . 1 with the change in the rate of U. In

Displacement - bending (tis the deflec- both the cases considered with an
i

tion of the end of the wing in cm) increase in U there occurs an increase

in the computed root-mean-square values

CM J- 9- C-ts and the numbers of inters9ctions of a

50 1 1.18 3421 1.4 1 C.45×0' X 0.8x10 givenlevel. In the first case
80 1.61 467 1.8 0.81x10-' 0.54x 0-

115 2.E4 73511.6 0.47 0.47XIO?7 (displacement - bending- torsion)

4350 the root-mean-square values of

with the increase in the rate of U

from 50 to 15 m/sec are increased

Key: (1) moment in the root e  the by a factor of 12, while in the second

wing with a given bending of the case (displacement - bending) F- is

end of the wing (kg-m) increased only by a factor of 2 with

the same change in the speed. The number of cases of exceeding a given level

with the growth in speed changes still more.

Tab 1e2

Displacement - bending - torsion (4 is the deflection of the end of the

wing in cm, 1 is the angle of turn of the wing at the end)
N, (U. PVe (U,U E, E zC z 8WNo(2

& M o o . rP SAy c

5) 1.10) -W, 0.07 7.7 1.67 O.6X 10-2 0.8 x103 4 4.28 0.47X10-4 0.77xO - I 71
8O 2.1 03 0.15 16.7 2.47 0.36 2.5 x1O-'1  4.03 1.25x10-1 0.65xI0-4 '
100 4.0 1160 0.31 4.1 3.11 1.9 2.64X50-2 4.31 1.9 3.23xi0-4
115 14. 421' 1.41 155 4.56 4.4 2.7 4.5 4.35 2.02

Key: (1) degree; (2) degrees; (3) moment in the root of a wing section

with a given angle of torsion.tl on the end (kgm)

Analogous computations were made for the same model of airplane with changed

natural frequency of torsion (fz 3.5 cps, f. = 6.0 cps, U*. 200 m/sec).
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r-r Tr k T7
Meanwhle the character of the change of the statistical characteristics proved

to be about the same as in the first case.

Conclusions The described method makes it possible to obtain simply the

statistical characteristics of forced vibrations of an elastic airplane wing

under the action of atmospheric turbulence. With its help one can take into

account vibrations with different degrees of freedom. The increase in the

number of degrees of freedom per unit leads to an increase in the order of

solvable system of algebraic equations by two units. Meanwhile into the

standard program it is necessary to introduce insignificant changes; the time

for the computation correspondingly is increased by a small factor.

Comparison of the statistical characteristics of vibrations of one and the

same model of airplane shows that with sufficiently low frequencies of torsion

of a win7g close to the critical rates of flutter one should not disregard the

torsion of the wing, but it is necessary to take it into consideration in

computing the joint bending-torsional vibrations of the wing.

The authors express their deep gratitude to V. A. Druzhinnaya and V. B.

Glasko for setting up a standard program and carrying out the computations on

the "Strela" machine.

Physical Department of the Entered

Moscow State University January 8, 1959
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